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Introduction
Left Ventricular Ejection fraction (LVEF), is used to gauge the global left ventricular systolic 
function of the heart. Cardiac Magnetic Resonance Imaging (CMR) provides high quality diagnostic 
images with excellent contrast and temporal resolution, which establishes it as the reference 
standard modality when assessing LVEF. Standard functional CMR uses retrospective 
electrocardiographic (ECG) gating and breath-hold techniques during balanced steady state free 
precession (SSFP) sequences to obtain three dimensional images of the heart. Compressed sensing 
(CS) is an alternative, under-sampling capture technique, can be acquired more efficiently with or 
without breath holds, and has been previously suggested to contain sufficient spatial resolution 
for LVEF assessment, comparable to SSFP. In addition automation in LVEF assessment via CMR 
further improves efficiency and also improves reproducibility.

We sought to determine the accuracy and reproducibility of automated LVEF assessment (Inline 
VF) via CS in comparison to SSFP LVEF assessment by an expert operator. 

Hypothesis
It is hypothesized that the accuracy and reproducibility of the automatic interpretation using the 
Inline VF system in CS, for identifying contours and performing a left ventricular structure 
functional analysis, is comparable to manual analysis of SSFP by an expert operator. 

Method
Thirty-six patients undergoing clinically-indicated CMR (3T Siemens SKYRA) had LV cine short axis 
stacks acquired using both steady-state free precession (SSFP); typical parameters; voxel size 
1.25x1.25x8mm; base resolution 256 pixels; 320mm field of view, and compressed sensing (CS); 
typical parameters; voxel size 1.61x1.61x8mm; base resolution 224 pixels; 360mm field of view. 
Number of slices varied from nine to twelve between patients. The standard SSFP was obtained 
single slice per breath-hold and the CS imaging was obtained with either two or three breath holds 
per SA stack; no sequences were obtained using free breathing techniques. 

CMR examinations were performed with SIEMENS 18channel body coil in combination with 
32channel spine coil. A four lead ECG trace was used for all the CMR examinations. Both the SSFP 
and CS short axis stacks had automatic Inline ventricular function (InlineVF) analysis run during 
acquisition of the images using the Siemens Argus system. One of the two-reporting subspecialty 
trained cardiologists at RBWH, performed a manual LVEF analysis on the SSFP short axis stack 
routinely on every patient included for their clinical examination report. The two subspecialty 
trained cardiologists have more than ten years’ experience in the field.

Pictures of manual single slice SSFP contours (figure 1), Pictures of automatic single slice CS 
successful contours (figure 2) 

Figure 1. Figure 2. 

Results
The thirty-one patients remaining the average age of (52+16 years; range 21-77 years), average 
heart rate of (66+14bpm; range 42-93bpm), and EF (53+15%; range 16-79% according to the manual 
LVEF results). Manual LVEF end-diastolic myocardial mass (MM) and end-systolic MM 8+10g 
variability was calculated to prove accuracy of myocardial contours of the LV. 

Table 1. Patient demographic and clinical characteristics of reference standard manual SSFP LVEF 
analysis

Table 2. shows all the data as a mean +1SD and range for manual contours SSFP (MANSSFP), 
automatic contours compressed sensing (AUTOCS).

Table 3. shows correlations (R), Bland-Altman analyses (mean bias), and mean differences of ‘MD’ 
(absolute “#’ and relative ‘%’) of the automatic LVEF assessment of the CS when compared to the 
manual LVEF assessment of the SSFP. Pearson correlation coefficient r was 0.01.

Bland-Altman Plots for mean bias automatic LVEF assessments of the CS (AUTOLVEFCS) when compared 
to the manual LVEF assessment of the SSFP (MANLVEFSSFP. 
Figure 3a. Figure 3b.

Figure 3c. Figure 3d.

*Man - manual SSFP LVEF analysis, Auto – automatic CS LVEF analysis, EDV –end diastolic volume (ml), 
EDV – end diastolic volume (ml), EF – ejection fraction (%), MM – end diastolic myocardial mass (g)

There were very high strong agreements (r=>0.9) between the manual SSFP and automatic CS volumes; 
EDV (r=0.98) and ESV (r=0.97).  EDV and ESV were 11+8 and 17+17% higher on the automatic CS 
respectively. BA (see Fig 3a.) demonstrated that EDV measures via the AUTOCS was underestimated 
(mean bias +15.0) in comparison to manual EDV measures with good LOA (-19.1, +49.1). BA (see Fig 3b.) 
demonstrated that ESV measures via the AUTOCS was overestimated (mean bias 0.3) in comparison to 
manual ESV measures also with good LOA (-43.1, +42.6).

The parameters calculated for the EF also had a very high strong agreement (r=>0.9) between the 
manual SSFP and automatic CS volumes; EF (r=0.91). AUTOCSEF was providing good reproducibility at 
15+11%. BA (see Fig 3c.) demonstrated that EF measures via the AUTOCS was underestimated (mean 
bias +6.3) in comparison to manual EF measures with excellent LOA (-6.3, +18.8).

End-diastolic mass parameters however only achieved a high agreement (r=>0.75) between the 
manual SSFP and automatic CS volumes; MM (r=0.76). The AUTOCSMM 28+20% reproducibility on 
the automatic CS. BA (see Fig 3d.) demonstrated that MM measures via the AUTOCS was 
overestimated (mean bias 29.3) in comparison to manual MM measures with average LOA (-89.1, 
+30.5).

This data shows excellent feasibility in performing EF automatic Inline VF function for CS CMR 
imaging at RBWH. Good feasibility is shown in performing automatic Inline VF function for EDV and 
ESV CS analysis. Further research into the use of the Automatic Inline VF program for the MM before 
consideration for use.

Roc analysis was performed, to prove diagnostic accuracy, using automatic EF of CS when compared 
to manual EF assessment of the SSFP with 53% cut off; 53% cut off was used as the control Manual 
SSFP EF results showed an average of 53+15% within a range of 16-79% for EF. 
Figure 4.

Roc analysis was consistent with the BA for LVEF, indicating that for optimal sensitivity and 
specificity the cut-off criterion is proportionately lower. The ROC analysis showed that for 90% 
sensitivity and 90.5% specificity patients whose results are 43% or higher have an underestimated 
EF %. 

Of the thirty-six patients enrolled five had automatic contours fail, one in SSFP and four in CS so 
these were excluded. Example of a fail and how we identified pericardial effusion affects the 
automatic contouring.

*Left SSFP automatic contours right CS automatic contours. The automatic contours drew around 
the entire heart on the CS stack. There is a slight pericardial effusion causing the automatic CS 
contours to fail.

Conclusion
The automatic Inline VF system in CS, both in accuracy and reproducibility, for identifying contours 
and performing a left ventricular structure functional analysis is comparable to manual analysis of 
SSFP by an expert operator. 

If this automatic LVEF analysis, on CS images, was used to replace manual LVEF analysis it would be a 
reliable way for the radiographer to identify when to communicate with the reporting cardiologist if 
urgent cardiac work ups need to be performed. Performing automatic CS LVEF analysis would save 
time and improve CMR throughput.

Comparison of left ventricular structure and function analysis by cardiac magnetic resonance using automatic interpretation of compressed sensing images vs standard imaging with manual processing

Table 3. End-
diastolic 

volume (ml)

End-systolic 
volume (ml)

EF (%) End-
diastolic 
MM (g)

R (all 
P<0.01)

0.98 0.97 0.91 0.76

Mean Bias +15 +0.3 +6.3 +29.3

MD# 18+15 15+16 7+5 34+25

MD% 11+8 17+17 15+11 28+20

MANSSFP AUTOCS

Characteristic Mean +
1SD (%)

Range Mean + 1SD 
(%)

Range

LVEF (%) 53+15 16-79 47+13 15-68

EDV (mL) 181+92 87-584 167+90 82-578

ESV (mL) 97+84 25-442 97+86 29-492

MM end-
diastolic (g)

110+46 50-289 139+42 79.2-267.1

SSFP manual cohort (n=31)

Characteristic Mean + 1SD or no. (%) Range

Age (years) 52+16 21-77

Gender (male) 18 (58%) n/a

Height (cm) 171+12 150-194

Weight (kg) 79+14 54-105

Heart Rate (bpm) 66+14 42-93

LVEF (%) 53+15 16-79

End-diastolic volume 
(mL)

181+92 87-584

End-systolic volume 
(mL)

97+84 25-442

Myocardial mass end-
diastolic (grams)

110+46 50-289
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